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Approximately 15,000 Italian Honey
Bees were transferred to EOCI on April
4th, 2019 as part of a new beekeeping
program. There are two bee hives - each
with its own queen bee - and they are
located on the South most side of the
compound, past the East side dog yard.
The hives will be cared for and maintained by the two primary beekeeping
facilitators, Patrick Gazeley-Romney and
David Salsman, as well as the beekeeping class participants: David Grimm,
Shawn Hyde, Antonio Ledesma,
J. Montez and S. Hyde explaining how a smoker
Jonathan Montes, Ronald Powers, and works prior to installing a new brood box.
David Saucedo.
All of the participants in the beekeeping
program learn both inside the classroom
and from onsite experience while working the hives. However, the beekeepers
are not the only ones contributing to the
programs success; the metal shop has
created stands for the bee hives, the
carpenter shop has fabricated bee
boxes, the paint shop provided the paint
for the hives, the kitchen has provided
product for sugar water, and the
grounds crew has begun planting
flowers that bees prefer. Beekeeping at
EOCI has been a collective effort to say
the least.
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In addition, this program will be part
of a documentary series - the first of
its kind for EOCI - that will be available
to the institution. Episode one serves
as an introduction to the program and
is currently playing on channel 51.
There is a fluid timeline for future
episodes as bees tend to work at their
own pace. However, episode two of
the series is currently in production
and will cover a very specific topic what to do one of your beekeepers
accidently kills the queen? (yikes).
(Continued on page 4…)

Around The
Compound:

Greenhouse Sees Early Spring
Vegetables like tomatoes, radishes,
carrots, and cucumbers are served as part
of veggie trays or cooked and served with
the main meal. The most common
vegetable produced is squash which comes
in many varieties: yellow, green zucchini,
butternut, and acorn. These plants have a
high yield which makes them ideal for
supporting the more than 1700 residents
here at EOCI.
Squash - EOCI Greenhouse

The metal framing for
the greenhouse was
installed in the early
1930s, when the facility
was still the Eastern
Oregon State Hospital.
The greenhouse got a
new PVC shell in 1997
and a new roof in the
spring of 2012.

Spring came early in 2019
and the EOCI greenhouse
reaped the benefits. The
greenhouse is already packed
full with plants ready to transplant to the
compound plots, a full two weeks earlier
than in a normal year. The greenhouse
produces a variety of plants and herbs
used in both staff dining and on the main
serving line. Fennel, garlic, basil, and more
- many of the garden herbs grown here are
used in salad dressings, as seasonings on
meats, or even in baked goods.

In addition to producing plants for
consumption, the greenhouse also grows
much of the foliage that can be seen on
units or inside the various buildings around
the compound. Most recently, they have
provided a variety of flower seeds to the
beekeeping program which will be sown in
different places in or around the facility
which will eventually contribute to honey
production.
Needless to say, our greenhouse
keepers play a pivotal role here
at EOCI. We hope they keep up
the great work!

Sign Up For Chapel Library!

Chipper
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Looking for some new reading material? The
Chapel Library has both religious and nonreligious books available for checkout.
Additionally, visiting the Chapel Library gives you
the opportunity to interact with the adorable
chapel dogs, Chipper (pictured left), Buster, and
Comet. If you are interested in visiting the
Chapel Library, you can do this be submitting a
religious services sign up form, available on your
housing unit. Callouts are currently on Tuesday
mornings for the West side and Wednesdays
afternoons for the East side.

Around The
Compound:

Camp Agape
This year summer camps will be in Eugene,
Salem, and Central Oregon so make sure your
campers apply early to reserve their spot!
Here are the dates and locations for the five
camps.

Agape Youth Camp Eugene
For: Incoming 1st-7th graders
When: August 22nd-25th
Where: Camp Harlow, Eugene

Camp Agape:
Bringing Hope &
Healing To Children
Ages 7-17 Impacted
By Incarceration.

Oregon Agape Youth Camp is now offering
five events! The Agape Youth Camps are
free of charge and created only for kids
who reside in a home that has a parent or
loved one incarcerated. Campers learn
about love, hope, and forgiveness while
also experiencing fun camp activities like
boating, swimming, crafts, and much
more! Every child receives a t-shirt for
each day of camp, a sweatshirt, and other
camping items they might need. Let your
families know registration is available for
at the Agape Youth Camp website,
www.agapeyouthoregon.com.

For: Incoming 8th-12th graders
When: June 20th-23rd
Where: Klamath River (transportation provided)

Agape Youth Camp Salem
For: Incoming 1st-7th graders
When: July 18th-21st
Where: Camp Aldersgate, Salem
For: Incoming 8th-12th graders
When: June 16th-19th
Where: Klamath River (transportation provided)

Camp Agape is truly a partnership of many
churches and individuals who have a heart
for these special kids and their families.
Agape Youth Camp Central Oregon
More than 150 volunteers participate in
For: Incoming 8th-12th graders
the event.
When: June 24th-27th
The Camp Agape Board gives general
oversight to the camp director and various Where: Mckenzie River (transportation provided)
team leaders. The camp leadership is
anchored by staff and volunteers from
University Fellowship Church, but also includes individuals from churches throughout Lane County and the State of Oregon.
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Around The
Compound:

Apiary Program Kicks Off Successfully!
(...Continued from page 1)

When will they produce honey?
The bees are already producing honey
combs, but for most new bee hives it can
take up to one year before beekeepers will
see any significant useable honey production. In a lifetime, a single honey bee
produces 1/12th teaspoon of honey - it is a
slow process. Additionally, bees do a lot
more than just produce honey. Bees are
pollinators and their presence will increase
the production of herbs and vegetables in
the greenhouse and around the compound.
Beekeepers working Hive A
Much of the food produced around the
Despite the unfortunate mishap of a hive compound ends up on the main serving line
Weird, But True:
losing its queen, the program has been in the dining room.
successful and the bees are adjusting to
A well known adult
When will there be openings in
their new environment quite well. We
internet site recently
the bee program again?
hope you all enjoy the show and in the
introduced a new
“Beesexual” channel,
meantime here is some interesting Q & A
This first round of certifications will take one
featuring explicit footabout honeybees.
year to complete. Classes meet twice a week
age of bees pollinating
and consist of classroom work plus field
flowers. The site will
Are Honey Bees Aggressive?
work with the bee hives. Students are
now make donations to
a bee-conservation
No. In fact this particular species of honey- required to complete a series of tests
charity to help “ensure bee is known for not being aggressive. through Washington State University (WSU).
that bees continue to
After six weeks of filming and more than a After one year the students will receive their
fornicate and pollinate.”
dozen people visiting the hives twice a beekeeper certifications through WSU. If you
week, not a single person has been stung. are interested in being in the beekeeping
In general, bees will not sting you unless program, the next recruitment will be in
they are provoked. Swatting or hitting the December of 2019. Keep an eye out on your
unit bulletin board or in The Echo for future
bees is the most likely way to get stung.
openings.
How many hives will there be
in the future?
The number of hives is still to be determined. Currently there are two hives with
separate queens. This program will
continue to expand as long as there is an
interest and space allows for it to do so.
Queen bee surrounded by worker bees
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Around The
Compound:
Multi Closures:
There will be no Multi
events on the morning
of 5/12.
There will be no Multi
activities from the
evening of 5/17 (after
dinner) until 9pm on
5/18.

Notices From Multi:
Soccer:

Music Program:

Full team rosters are posted on housing
units every Friday. Prior to each game there
will be an announcement on your unit to
report to either the East gate or Multi,
where the Recreation Clerks will check each
participant in. Soccer teams will report
from the East gate or Multi to the field
after being checked in. If a participant
misses 3 games his name will be removed
from the roster in order to make room for
new participants.

If you are part of the music program,
please wait for the announcement to be
made from control before going to your
call out. When you get to Multi, give
your ID to the Multi Officer and they
will return it to you when your callout is
over. Please keep in mind that AIC’s are
not allowed to be in the music room
without being a part of a scheduled
class or callout.

New players signing up will need to fill out
a Participation Form or send an AIC Communication From to Multi asking to be
placed on the list. Free agency for
undrafted players will occur on Wednesday
of every week. There are no trades and
participants cannot remove themselves
from a team with the intention of being
added to another team. Coaches do not
have the ability to remove players from
their team.

Pickleball:
There is a pickleball tournament coming up
at the end of May. Keep an eye on your
housing unit bulletin board for more information and details.
Multi now has multiple sports being played
at the same time. In order to keep things
fair and allow enough space for each sport,
the hash marks between the basketball
court and the pickleball court have been
designated as the boundary between the
two. Whether you are playing basketball or
pickleball, please respect the boundary line.
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Sports Standings:
Volleyball Standings
UNIT
G3
H1
G4
F4
F3
E4
E3
H2

W
10
8
7
5
6
4
4
4

L
2
1
2
3
5
5
6
7

UNIT
B1
B3
A1
C1
A2
B4
A3
B2

W
14
9
7
7
5
5
4
3

L
0
5
6
7
7
7
7
9

E2

3

9

A4

3

10

G2

2

6

F2

1

8

*As of 5/1/19

Soccer Standings
West

GP

Points

East

GP

Points

MC
P
LA
B
RM
J
LP
AM

6
7
8
5
5
6
8
6

16
11
10
10
9
8
7
4

BM
A
T
X
PSG
U

6
6
6
9
7
7

15
12
10
9
5
4

MU

5

0

*As of 5/1/19

Around The
Compound:

New Music Items Available
Zoom G1X FOUR Guitar
Multi-Effects Processor
with Pedal
(NCI Level 3 ONLY)
$157.28
G1X FOUR Guitar effects features:

Most people live and
die with their music
still unplayed. They
never dare to try.”

The Zoom B1X FOUR Bass
Multi-Effects Processor with Pedal



70 traditional and boutique effects
for adding dimension to your playing.



13 classic amplifier and cabinet models covering everything from squeaky
-clean to high-gain.

B1X FOUR Bass effects features:



Expression pedal enables real-time
control over volume, wah, delay, and
pitch effects.



70 built-in effects and 9 amp models.



Up to 5 effects can be used simultaneously, chained together in any order.



Use up to five effects simultaneously,
chained together in any order.



Built-in expression pedal for control
over any parameter.



Save and store up to 50 user-created
patches for instant recall.



Looper for recording up to 30 seconds / 64 beats of CD-quality audio.



68 built-in drum patterns in multiple
time signatures give you plenty to
jam along with.



68 built-in rhythm patterns which can
be used with the Looper.



50 memory locations for storing usercreated patches.



Onboard chromatic tuner.



Input jack accepts standard mono bass
guitar cable (both active and passive
instruments supported)



Runs on 4 AA batteries, with alkaline
battery life of 18 hours.

- Mary Kay Ash



30-second looper allows you to craft
multi-part arrangements with CDquality sound.



Onboard chromatic tuner supports
standard, open, and drop tunings.



Runs on 4 AA batteries, with alkaline
battery life of 18 hours.

(NCI Level 3 ONLY) $157.28

The Zoom G1x Four Guitar and the Zoom B1X FOUR Bass both have a One year manufacturer’s warranty. If you have issues with the device during the one year warranty
period, you will need to contact canteen to begin the process for warranty return.
Shipping charges to and from the vendor will be your responsibility. If it is determined
to be a manufacturer’s defect, the unit will be repaired or replaced and shipped back to
you. Please allow a minimum of 4-6 weeks from the date your device is shipped out for
the unit to be returned to the institution.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of purchase.
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Around The
Compound:

New Music Items Available
Gator Keyboard Gig Bag features:
Gig Bag (NCI Level  Fits a 61 note keyboard
2 and 3 ONLY)
 10MM thick padding
$64.33


2 webbed nylon handles



Envelope-style bag 43” X 17.5” X 20”

*All sales on Gig Bags are final

Commissary Year-End Inventory
Due to year-end inventory, all pre-sale
items will be suspended from Friday May
31st, 2019, through June 30th, 2019.
Pre-sale items include:
All pre-sale items will
be suspended during
the month of June!

Music Vouchers

Any orders submitted during this period
will be cancelled. Normal sales of these
items will resume beginning July 1st,
2019. Please do not contact Telmate with
questions about suspended items.

Musical Instruments
MP4 Accessories
Shoes
Televisions
NCI Level 3 Items

Asthma and Allergy Awareness
Spring is a time when allergy symptoms
increase for many people. Seasonal
allergy symptoms can range from
sneezing, coughing, itching, congestion,
and a runny nose. Allergies have also
been associated with a chronic condition
called Asthma. Allergens entering the
lungs can trigger asthma symptoms.
Asthma causes swelling of the airways
and can lead to wheezing, shortness of
breath, and coughing.
The first step in controlling allergy
symptoms is to avoid contact with the
7

allergen. With seasonal allergies where
allergens can be substances such as
pollen, smoke, and dust mites, staying
inside during high pollen counts and doing
your best to keep dust to a minimal level
with frequent cleanings can be helpful.
When these measures are not enough to
eliminate allergy symptoms you may need
to try medications that you can purchase
yourself such as Claritin or you may need
to see a medical for treatment of your
allergy and asthma symptoms.

In This Month:

History Of Cinco De Mayo
Cinco De Mayo In Mexico:

Cinco De Mayo: 5/5
Mexican Independence
Day: 9/16

Within Mexico, Cinco de
Mayo is primarily observed
in the state of Puebla,
where Texas-born General
Ignacio Zaragoza (18291862), despite being vastly outnumbered
by French forces in the Battle Of Puebla,
achieved a historic victory. The celebration
and traditions include military parades, recreations of the Battle of Puebla, and other
festive events.

Cinco De Mayo In The United States:
In the United States, Cinco de Mayo is
widely interpreted as a celebration of
Mexican culture and heritage, particularly
in areas with large Mexican-American
populations. Chicano activists raised
awareness of the holiday in the 1960’s.
Today, revelers mark the occasion with
parades, parties, mariachi music, Mexican
folk dancing and traditional foods.

Confusion With Independence Day:
Many people outside Mexico believe that
Cinco De Mayo is a celebration of Mexican
Independence, which was declared more
than 50 years before the Battle of Puebla.
That event is commemorated on September 16, the anniversary of the revolutionary priest Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla’s
famous “Grito de Dolores”(“Cry of Sorrows”), a call to arms that amounted to a
declaration of war against the Spanish
colonial government in 1810.
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Cinco De Mayo En México:
En México, el Cinco de Mayo se celebra principalmente en el estado de Puebla, dónde el
ejercito del General Ignacio Zaragoza (18291862) originario de Texas, a pesar de estar
pobremente armados y superados en numero por las fuerzas Francesas, obtuvieron una
gran victoria histórica en la Batalla De Puebla. Las celebraciones y tradiciónes incluyen
desfiles militares, representaciones de la
Batalla de Puebla y otros eventos festivos .

Cinco De Mayo En Los Estados Unidos
Americanos:
En los Estados Unidos Americanos, el Cinco
de Mayo se interpreta como una celebración de cultura y herencia Mexicana, particularmente en areas con populaciones
México-Americanas substanciales. Activistas
Chicanos plantearon conocimiento del dia
de fiesta en los 1960s. Hoy dia, los participantes marcan la ocasión con desfiles,
fiestas, musica mariachi, bailes folklóricos
Mexicanos y comidas tradicionales.

Confusión Con El Dia De Independencia:
Mucha gente fuera de México cree que el
Cinco de Mayo es la celebración de la Independencia Mexicana, cual se declaro mas de
50 años antes de la Batalla de Puebla. Ese
evento se conmemora el 16 de Septiembre,
el aniversario del famoso “Grito de Dolores”
del sacerdote revolucionario Miguel Hidalgo
y Costilla, un llamado que convocaba una
declaración de guerra contra el gobierno
colonial de España en 1810.

In This Month:

“There are those
who see an opportunity and then there
are those who seize
an opportunity.”

May The 4th Be With You...
There is no shortage of talented artist
here at EOCI and over the past several
years we have photographed hundreds
of spectacular pieces. In honor of May
The 4th, and general nerdiness, here is
some of our favorite Star Wars themed
artwork from the past.

Antoine D. Williams - Vader in Pastel, 2015

- Joanie Warren

Daniel Bluestein - Skywalker Walker
in Colored Pencil, 2016

Tim Franklin - Star Wars
in Pastel, 2015

Antoine D. Williams - Bobafet in Pastel, 2015

Tim Evans - Bobafet
in Pastel, 2015
9

Tim Evans - Storm Trooper
in Pastel, 2015

PREA:
PREA Advocate:
You may also leave
a message with the
PREA Advocate or
write to her at:

PREA
Sexual abuse and harassment are never El Abuso sexual y el acoso sexual nunca
okay. Tell Someone. GET HELP.
son aceptables. Avisele a alguien. CONCall the Inspector General's Hotline:

SIGA AYUDA.

1. Pick up a handset

Llame al Inspector General:

Michelle Dodson ODOC PREA
Advocate

2. Press 9 to leave a message

1. Al numero de ayuda:

All PREA Calls are confidential.

2. Levante el teléfono

2575 Center Street
NE, Salem, OR
97301

Send a letter to the Governor:

Todas las llamadas a 'PREA' son gratis y

Governor's Office, State Capitol, Room 160,
900 Court St., Salem, OR 97301
The Oregon Department of Corrections has a

confidenciales.
También puede reportar a la oficina del
Gobernador por escrito.

zero tolerance policy for sexual abuse and Governor's Office, State Capitol, Room
harassment. Your family can report on your 160, 900 Court St., Salem, OR 97301
behalf by contacting the Inspector General's Sus amigos o familiares pueden hacer un
public hotline at: (877) 678-4222.
reporte llamando a la linea del Inspector
General al 877-678-4222.

ODOC Rules
Update:

ODOC Rules Update
PROPOSED RULES:
291-058 Structured, Intermediate
Sanctions
 Amends rules to implement changes
made in 2017 legislation related to
the supervision of drug-related misdemeanors. Rule changes will now
include application to drug related
misdemeanors as defined in ORS
423.478 for crimes committed on or
after August 15, 2017.
Last day to provide comment: 06/14/19
291-077 Performance Recognition and
Award System (PRAS)
 Proposed amendments to rules to
remove the 120 day waiting period.
Last day to provide comment: 06/14/19
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TEMPORARY RULES:
291-077 Performance Recognition and
Award System (PRAS)
 Proposed amendments to rules to
remove the 120 day waiting period.
Effective: 04/01/19 – 09/27/19
For many years the OAR’s and ODOC Policies have been maintained on the housing
units. Starting June 3rd, 2019, this will no
longer be the case. If you are interested
reviewing this material please contact the
Law Library. Send a fully completed
CD1714 and list the material you are requesting. In some cases, you may be
placed on a call-out to the Law Library
while other times you may be sent the
material requested. Having the rules and
policies in a single place will allow for
more consistent and accurate material.

ODOC Rules
Update:

“Our task must be to
free ourselves from this
prison by widening our
circles of compassion to
embrace all living creatures and the whole of
nature in its beauty.”
– Albert Einstein

Religious Headwear
As of May 03, 2019, religious headwear
may be worn in the institution at any time
unless restricted for safety concerns; such
as working with machinery. However,
bandanas and tefillins are restricted to in
cell only. Headwear will not be worn on
any trips into the community including
work crews or on transfers. Headwear
must not be worn in a manner to obscure
your full face. Staff can direct you to
remove the headwear and if needed touch
it for the purpose of searching the item.

Can be worn in the institution:

Kufi - Islamic

Kippah—Messianic
Restricted to in cell only:

Yarmulke - Jewish

Tellifin - Jewish

Tam - Rastafari

Bandana - Native American
Hijab (females only) - Islamic
11

ODOC Rules
Update:

Caseload Reset
Correctional Counselors’ caseloads have
been rearranged in order to better serve
those most in need. These changes are necessary if the Oregon Department of Corrections (DOC) is to provide quality case management services to the adults in custody
(AIC) most likely to re-offend as determined
by their Automated Criminal Risk Score
(ACRS).

( Fro m C C M C en tra l O f fi c e)

SRCI, OSP, TRCI, EOCI
.01 - .24 ACRS = Low
.25 - ACRS and higher = High/Medium
OSCI
.01 - .34 = Low
.35 ACRS and higher = High/Medium

CRCI, DRCI, PRCF, SCCI, SCI, SRCI MiniACRS is a statistical calculation developed by mum, TRCI Minimum
the DOC Research Unit to predict your risk of .01 - .34 = Low
re-offending within three years of release.
.35 ACRS and higher = High/Medium
Your score is automatically calculated at Coffee Creek Intake Center (CCIC) and is based WCCF
upon the following: age, earned time, revo- .01 - .39 = Low
cations, sentence length, custody number,
.40 ACRS and higher = High/Medium
thefts committed, prior incarcerations, and
person to person crimes. The score is re- MCCF, SFFC
calculated whenever any of these items .01 - .49 = Low
change. Another way to understand ACRS is
.50 ACRS and higher = High/Medium
to look at it from a percentage standpoint.
The scores range from .01 to .99. If your CCCF, CCCM
ACRS is .15, then you have an estimated 15% .01 - .19 = Low
chance of reoffending within three years of
.20 ACRS and higher = High/Medium
your release.
If DOC had the resources it needed, Institution Counselors would provide cognitive interventions through case management to all
AICs who need it. Because DOC does not
have the capacity to provide case management services to everyone, Counselors’
caseloads have been adjusted to provide
cognitive interventions to AICs most likely to
re-offend.

Low Supervision:

If you are placed on a Low Supervision
caseload (as determined by your institution), you will not meet with your Institution Counselor on a regular basis and will
only be seen for emergencies or unusual
circumstances. Any reporting will be
through written communication. If you
To make caseload sizes more manageable, need an in-person meeting, you will need
DOC had to significantly adjust the ACRS cut- to provide specific details in your request.
off score. Due to resource discrepancy across
the institutions, the cutoff scores won’t be
consistent and are as follows:
12

ODOC Rules
Update:

Caseload Reset
Although you will not have regular contact
with your Institution Counselor, your eligibility to attend programming offered by
Pathfinders (group cognitive classes and
parenting classes) and participate in our alcohol and drug treatment programs will not
be impacted. Eligibility and placement into
these programs remain the same.
High/Medium Supervision

( Fro m C C M C en tra l O f fi c e)

Each time you are transferred from one
institution to another, you will receive an
Intake Information Sheet and Contact/
Resource List that provides information
specific to that facility. You will also have
the opportunity to ask questions at your
institution’s Admission and Orientation
program for new arrivals to help you
manage your affairs during your incarceration.

If you are placed on a High/Medium Supervision caseload (as determined by your institution), you will meet with your Institution These changes will be implemented June
Counselor on a regular basis, working on 1, 2019, for male institutions and July 1,
your customized Behavior Change Plan and 2019, for women at CCCF.
receive cognitive interventions from your
counselor.

Be Careful In The Sun!
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Jobs Skills:

How To Land The Job
The Interview Process:

During The Interview:

Part three of our four part series covers the
interview process. Here a few things to
keep in mind:

Sit up straight in your chair, leaning
forward occasionally. Look your employer
in the eye because good eye contact shows
that you are interested and confident.

1) Dress the part. Your appearance is the
first impression you will make on your
potential employer, so make it a good one.
“One important key to
success is self confidence. An important
key to self confidence
is preparation.”
-Arthur Ashe

( Par t 3 of 4 )

2) Arrive at the interview early. Punctuality
is always a preferred quality for any
potential employer.
3) When you meet your interviewer, shake
their hand! While you are incarcerated you
may feel uncomfortable extending your
hand towards a staff member - however,
shaking hands at the start of an interview
is the most natural part of any interview
and the vast majority of staff will appreciate the professionalism.
If you nail these first three points then the
rest of the interview should be a breeze.
Interviews are really just conversations.
Remember, the person interviewing you
wants to talk to you, that is why they
scheduled the interview.

What Should You Bring To The
Interview?
1) Paper and pen for taking notes.
2) Samples of your work.
3) Copies of resume, educational certificates, or professional qualifications.
4) A list of references (if it is not included
on your resume).
5) Your list of question you would like to
ask at the end of the interview.
14

It is also important to articulate your skill
set in the interview. Have a plan in mind
for what skills and abilities you want to
make your potential employer aware of.
The best thing you can do for yourself in
any interview is to be honest, but
prepared. If the job you are applying for
requires a certain skill or knowledge that
you do not already have, be prepared to
answer for it. Tell your employer the skills
and knowledge you do have and how you
plan to make up the difference for the
knowledge you don’t have. The old cliché
of “I’m a fast learner” will not get you far.
Instead of telling your interviewer that you
are a fast learner, tell them about a time
when you had to be a fast learner and how
you would apply that experience to your
new job if you were hired.

At The End Of The Interview:
Ask the questions you have prepared - if
they have not already been answered
during the course of the interview. Shake
hands again and thank your potential
employer for the interview.

Book Review:

Unbroken

by Laura Hillenbrand

Unbroken is a real life account
of the experiences of World
War II veteran and Olympic
athlete Louis Zamperini. The
author, Laura Hillenbrand,
meets Zamperini when he is in
his mid 80’s, nearly 60 years
after his experiences in World
War II.

May 27th is
Memorial Day

As a youth in California, Zamperini was no stranger to run
ins with the law; he developed
a tendency towards breaking into homes
and fleeing from the police. Despite his
juvenile delinquency he developed into a
world class athlete and eventually ran the
5,000 meters at the 1936 Berlin Olympics.
It’s said that Zamperini could run close to a
four minute mile; he was so fast, that during the Olympics Hitler even commented
on his athleticism.
As the war approached he enlisted in the
Army Air Corps. Eventually, he was
stationed as a bombardier on a rickety
B-24 that the crew had named the Green
Hornet. In 1943, the B-24 carrying the 26
year old Zamperini went down over the
Pacific Ocean. Eight crew members
perished during the crash, while Zamperini
and two others survived. The three were
stranded thousands of miles from land
with nothing but the planes’ wreckage to
cling to.

4 Out Of 5 Stars

catching the occasional fish by hand,
eating pelicans, and drinking rain water.
Their raft travelled nearly 2,000 miles
adrift in the Pacific Ocean, until they were
captured by Japanese soldiers.
Fortunately for Zamperini, he held a
special status - he was a former Olympian
which made him valuable as a propaganda
tool and therefore he was unlikely to be
killed. Unfortunately, this meant he would
spend the next two years as a prisoner of
war (P.O.W.). The torture he experienced
at the hands of the Japanese ranged from
starvation to slave labor to medical experiments.
From a misguided childhood, to the Berlin
Olympics, to a Japanese P.O.W, his story is
one of survival, resilience, and redemption. It’s an excellent read and earns a
solid 4 out of 5 stars in this review.
Hillenbrand is an accomplished author
who often writes true stories. She is also
the author of Seabiscuit which is another
true story that takes place during the same
time period as Unbroken.

After seven weeks, only Zamperini and his
pilot were alive on a makeshift raft they
had pulled together - the third among
them died of starvation. They survived by
Photograph of Louis Zamperini
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Health Wire:

New Fitness Video For Ch. 51!
Workout 1
Exercise

Weight

Reps

Plyometric Push Ups

BW

10-1

Jump Squats

BW

10-1

Complete as supersets, laddering down,
with 10 seconds of rest in between. At 5
reps, complete sets with no rest time.
Tenorio performs plyometric push ups in
front of the green screen.

“If there is no struggle,
there is no progress.”
-Frederick Douglass

Summer is on the doorstep which means
the time to get in shape is past due. To
help you with your fitness and health
goals, we at IWP have begun filming
instructional fitness videos for the
institution channel. These videos will air
periodically and are intended for you to
follow along with in the cell, on the dorm,
or just at your leisure if you would like to.
Juan Tenorio (pictured above) is leading
the way in our first set of fitness videos.
His first video will consist of some light
stretching and short ten minute workouts
- each workout hitting a different muscle
group.
The institution channel runs on an eight
hour loop, which means that each video
on the playlist will run three times a day.
The upcoming fitness video with Tenorio
will be available later this month and will
run once in the morning, once in the
afternoon, and once at night.
Check this video out and follow along with
the workouts! But just in case you miss it,
here are the upper and lower body
exercises Tenorio does in order.
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Workout 2
Exercise

Weight

Reps

Squats

BW

24

Jump Squats

BW

24

Lunges

BW

24

Lunge Jumps

BW

24

Complete 24 reps of each with no rest
time in between.

Tenorio performing a pistol squat.

Vitamin
Highlight:

Vitamin E
Vitamin E is an antioxidant that is important
in the prevention of
cancer and cardiovascular disease. It improves
circulation, is necessary
for tissue repair, and it
promotes normal blood
clotting and healing.
This vitamin also helps to maintain healthy
nerves and muscles while strengthening
capillary walls - in short, continuous use can
improve athletic performance.

Testing for Hepatitis in
ODOC is FREE.
Vaccine for Hepatitis A
and B in ODOC is FREE.

In addition to protecting against approximately eighty different diseases and
ailments, Vitamin E has also been linked
to stunting the aging process. It prevents
cell damage by inhibiting the formation of
free radicals (free radicals in the body are
what cause the body to age).
Vitamin E is found in the following food
sources: dark leafy green vegetables,
legumes (beans), nuts, seeds, and whole
grains. A vitamin E supplement is purchasable through canteen.

Hepatitis Awareness Month
"Hepatitis" means inflammation of the liver
and is usually caused by a virus. In the U.S.,
the most common types are Hepatitis A,
Hepatitis B, and Hepatitis C. Millions of
Americans are living with viral hepatitis but
most do not know they are infected. People
can live with chronic hepatitis for decades
without having symptoms.






If you answer yes to any of these questions

you should get tested.






sion or organ transplant before July
1992?
Were you born from 1945-1965?
If you are a man, do you have sexual
encounters with other men?
Have you been diagnosed with HIV/
AIDS?
Have you recently been diagnosed
with a sexually transmitted disease?
Have you ever been diagnosed with a
chronic liver disease?
Have you ever gotten a prison or
street based tattoo?

Have you ever injected drugs, even if 
just once?
Have you ever received a clotting factor
If you would like to be tested for Hepatitis
concentrate before 1987?
send an AIC Communication Form to
Have you ever received a blood transfuS.Powell RN.

Voluntary Gardening
The Gardening Program is accepting applicants. This is a voluntary program. You must
be Incentive Level 3 to apply. Duties include:
maintaining assigned squash plots, removing
17

weeds, and harvesting squash. Send an
AIC Communication Form to Ms. Emory if
you are interested or if you have any
questions.

Upcoming
Events:
Insanity Ends

5/10

Conbody Starts 5/13
Buddhist
Ceremony

5/12

Mother’s Day

5/12

Pow-Wow

5/18

Level 3 Movie: 5-25/26
Bumblebee
Memorial Day

5/27

Relay For Life

6/15

Father’s Day

6/16

Family Picnic

6/22

The Echo Monthly Vocabulary:

Upcoming Ch. 51 Videos:
Video Newsletter May 2019

Apiary - Page 1: A bee farm or a place
where bees are kept.

Fitness with Juan Tenorio

Foliage - Page 2: Plant leaves as a whole
or a cluster of leafy plants.

In Filming
Beekeeping - Episode 2

Pivotal - Page 2: An essential component that determines direction or effect.

In Filming
Inside The Greenhouse

Pollinators - Page 4: To transfer pollen
in the process of fertilization.

In Filming
Art With Nick Shatlaw 2

Articulate - Page 14: Capable of speaking in clear expressive language.

Coming Soon

Cliché - Page 14: An overused expression
or idea.

Art With Brian Trautwein
Coming Soon

Bombardier - Page 15: An aircraft crew
member who operates bombing equipment.

Volleyball Championship Games
Coming Soon

Source Cite:

Word Of The Month:

Nutritional Healing By Phyllis A. Balch
Careers Oregon 2019 Issue
Unbroken By Laura Hilllenbrand
www.agapeyouthoregon.com

Propaganda - Page 15: Misinformation
or half truths often spread by advocates
of a doctrine, or set of beliefs, in order
to influence others.

The Echo - Volume I, Issue II
May 2019
Written and photography by Phillip Luna
Spanish translations and photography by Juan Sanchez
With supporting articles:
Notices From Multi article, page 5, provided by Multi Staff
Asthma and Allergy article, page 7, provided by Health Services
Hepatitis Awareness Month article, page 17, provided by Health Services

A publication of Eastern Oregon Correctional Institution, Pendleton, Oregon. Direct
questions and comments to EOCI Inmate Work Programs (IWP).

Friends and family can view The Echo, online, at
https://www.oregon.gov/doc/OPS/PRISON/pages/eoci.aspx
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